*SPANKED* at the Altar (Gay Priest BDSM)

I had wrongful feelings about a man,
explained Luke. ... and I acted on them.
21-year-old Luke lived a quiet, predictable
life at the monastery, always selfless in his
service to the Lord. All of this changes
when Ben, the hunky new abbot, gets hired
on. Handsome as hell and charming to
boot, Bens ready to give innocent,
untouched Luke a few HARD lessons in
what it means to submit. WARNING: Not
only is this hot, steamy story sexually
explicit, it may be considered by some to
be religiously offensive as well. It depicts
BDSM acts using a cross, a confessional,
rosary beads, the Bible, communion
wafers, holy water and more. * Note: This
is the gay version of The Nun Come
Undone. It follows the same storyline, but
has been reworked so it can be enjoyed by
fans of the MM genre.
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